It’s mid 1970s when Luca Vento, an idealistic young lawyer uncovers endemic corruption in Puglia in the
heel of Italy. He flees his homeland before the Camorra can silence him, settling in Edinburgh and
becoming a successful restaurateur.
Nearly four decades later Luca and his daughters are embroiled in a huge international police
operation to nail the head of the same mafia clan and his collaborator, a prominent UK businessman. A
female executive head hunter plays a dangerous role as the story unfolds. A shocking revelation sets the
scene for a startling finale.
The novel chronicles a cycle of betrayal, revenge, retribution and redemption and how chance events
can hijack lives and spin them away from what seemed to be their set course.
“A complex and intriguing novel. I was carried along by the compelling storyline and a real desire to know how it would all
end.” Michael J Lansdown author of Adam’s Lock and The Land Beyond the Seas.
“An exciting read with lots of setting detail and insights into Mafia operations…what a tour de force.” Brian Bold
author of Quota, Roadworks and The Extra Miles.
“Great pacy opening and sense of local colour, place, food and atmosphere…really compelling and unusual storyline.”
Judy Mcinerney author of The Pumilio Child.
“The writing is very readable and the ‘voice’ is clear and confident…” Rory Scarfe, Publisher the Blair Partnership
“I really enjoyed Cruel Deflections…characters, location and plot are all convincing. I recently read a Montalbano and this
book more than stands comparison.” Nick Brookman, Book Club leader
About the author Geoff Brown was born in Lancaster. After graduating with an MA in Modern History
from Sidney Sussex College Cambridge he had a business management career before spending thirteen
years as a partner in Heidrick and Struggles a leading global headhunting firm. Geoff is widely travelled
with a particular love of Italy which he has visited dozens of times. He is a member of Watford Writers.
Geoff lives with his Danish wife in Hertfordshire.
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